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Notice
SolarAttic does not actively solicit or track pool heater testimonials. We
also do not make arrangements for prospective buyers to visit the homes o f
those who own a system. The SolarAttic pool heater is hidden inside o f
attics and it is inconvenient for customers to provide tours of equipment.
As the company receives comments, we may or may not post them to the
web and we make no attempt to keep testimonials “current.” Therefore, the
list below is a representative sample of testimonials received over a period
of 15 years. Sixteen states are represented below and the list includes
customers who have owned and operated the SolarAttic pool heater for over
10-13 years. The SolarAttic pool heater has a life span of 20 years if pool
chemistry is properly maintained. It has been in service since 1989 and
hundreds of systems are now located in 40 states. The PCS1 and PCS2
have identical heat transfer properties. 063005.

Testimonials
“The instructions [in your PCS2 Installation Manual] are clear enough that even I [can]
understand them.” N.B., Tampa, Florida — June 16, 2005
__________
“I have finished my SolarAttic [pool] heater installation a couple of weeks ago and I am
truly amazed at the results!!! My pool water is currently at 88 degrees. The change in
temperature occurred in a matter of days with [less than] a full day of sunlight. That
brought the temperature to between 84 and 86 degrees. Now that it has been even
warmer, I have been seeing the water temperature at 89 degrees!!! I plan on sending
you another email outlining this along with pictures of my installation. Oh yes, I forgot
to tell you that my pool holds 25,000 gallons of water!! Thanks again Ed. This is a
great product!! I hope you are selling a lot of these units.” M.S., Asbury, New Jersey,
June 14, 2005.
__________
“You were recommended by Lamorinda Solar [company]. Solar [panels] does not
appear to be a solution for us.” L.D., Danville, California, June 5, 2005.

__________
“I love the unit. It is giving me about 60-70,000 btu [per hour] output with about 30degree delta-t in my attic [difference between the attic and the pool temp]. It [PCS2]
returns the water to the pool noticeably warmer by about 3 degrees.” M.G.,
Russellville, Arkansas, May 23, 2005.
__________
“Great service.” M.G., Russellville, Arkansas, May 25, 2005
__________
“I found you on an Internet search 7 years ago. I have suggested your product to
several friends here in my town [L.A. and J.G.] that have had great success.” J.F.,
Jackson, New Jersey, May 30, 2005.
__________
“I have been very pleased with my unit for the past 13 years. We gain 3-5 degrees per
day and lose 2-3 per night. Outlet water is about 2-3 degrees warmer than inlet. Attic
temperature drops 10-30 degrees in one hour and stays cooler.” L.D., Tallahassee,
Florida, May 11, 2005.
__________
[I’ve had the SolarAttic pool heater since 1992]. “The solar system is working well.”
L.O., Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, June 14, 2005. Note: Larry replaced a valve after 11
years of operation. After 13 years, his SolarAttic pool heater is still maintenance free.
__________
“We like the SolarAttic pool heater and it heats the pool very nice. It works very well
and gets the pool to 90 degrees F. We didn’t want a gas heater [and its monthly cost].”
E.M., Arroyo, California, March 23, 2005.

__________
“We’ve installed several SolarAttic pool heaters and they work great!” M.I., Newburn
Pools, Raleigh, North Carolina, March 24, 2005
__________
“A screened enclosure covers the pool in the back of my house. Here in north Florida,
this screen effectively kept my pool water from getting much above 80 degrees, which
is not comfortable for swimming. As a result, the pool was rarely used, until I installed
the SolarAttic swimming pool heater. With this device, I can now get my pool water
comfortable (90+ degrees). My heater has now been inexpensively heating my pool for
10 years, with only the need for maintenance (replacement of the water sensor). If this
heater hadn’t solved my problem (and economically), I would have cemented over my
pool, which is grateful for this reprieve. Also, without proof, I think that by taking the
heat from the attic and despite the heavy insulation there, the interior of my house is
easier to cool.” E.R. [Mayo doctor], Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida, May 25, 2004.
__________
“Love system.” [Note: Recommended system to friends.] R.F., Warren, Michigan 2005
__________
[We’ve had our system since 1992]. “[We] like it very much. We get 2-3 degrees F
[rise] per day and it works fine!” C.C. Richmond, Kentucky, April 28, 2004
__________
[We’ve had our system since 1999]. “Always works good. Keeps pool nice at 85-90
degrees.” S.D., Newtown, Pennsylvania, April 29, 2004.
__________

__________
“A couple of years ago I purchased the SolarAttic pool heater. Your system is
working very well.” H.A., Huntington, New York, July 16, 2004.
__________
“The system is fabulous! Even when my water was up to 90 you could still feel warm
water coming out of the jets. I tried to shove a thermometer into a jet to see the temp
rise; it is not much … maybe 0.5-degree … sure feels good though just the same. You
can see that my upper attic temp stays low compared to the lower attic temp and even
the upper temp before the heater started running. I programmed my system to run
from 10:00 to 17:00 daily and we would use the 4-hour override in the evenings if it
were warm enough out to swim. By all accounts this summer stunk for pools, lots of
clouds, rain, fog, just cold! My kids and their friends were over most every day,
swimming in the rain, fog, dark, etc… Often commenting how much warmer the pool
was compared to the air. I use a hi-tech solar cover … the one with the almost clear
top layer and the silver bottom layer. I bought it in 2003 before the heater and noticed
that it was able to give me a degree or two gain even on cloudy days, and I could gain a
max of 4 degrees on a sunny day. The addition of the heater gave me about 2-3 degrees
on a cloudy day and up to 6 degrees on a sunny day. We usually open the pool on the
last week of May, and start swimming in the middle of June. We stop swimming
around the first week of September and close it the last week of October. Last year, we
were swimming the middle of May to the middle of September … pretty good for a
crappy year.” R.B. [manufacturing engineer], Lewiston, Maine, May 10, 2005.
__________

19937 Lorne Street
Canoga Park, CA 91306
August 16, 1992

Bartlett, Tennessee 38133
20x40 Inground Pool
35,000 Gallons
84-85° F without blanket

May 13, 1995
Dr. David B. Coleman
Anna G. Coleman
121 Redwood Drive
Richmond, KY 40475

“Our pool is like bathwater. Others in the family don’t like it
that warm, but I do! Also, our air conditioner does not run
nearly as often.”
Anna Coleman
Reported by:
Byron Rice
Owensboro, Kentucky
May 13, 1995
(502) 688-0544
__________
“I am from St. Petersburg, Florida. I ordered a unit from you and installed it myself.
I did all the piping and even carried it up to the garage attic (in pieces). April was the
first month and the pool went up 2 degrees a day. In two weeks I went from 68 to 80.
I usually do not get to 80 until June/July because of pool screen and west exposure. The
attic usually over 100 runs a constant 85 (I keep a remote temp transmitter in the attic).
Working fine, thanks, should give me many more swim times.” Dave Weber, St.
Petersburg, Florida, May 4, 2004.
__________

May 30, 1995
Michael C. Chearney
700 Clara Terrace
Bel Air, Maryland 21014

“In the last three weeks, we raised the pool from 56° F to 80° F.
The PCS1 raises our pool 2-3° F each day on sunny days. Your
system works absolutely terrific!”
Michael C. Chearney
Reported:
Via Phone Conversation
To E. Palmer on 5/29/95
(612) 441-3440
__________
July 13, 1996
Ralph N. Funk
24355 Hoover Road
Warren, Michigan 48089
“System works great! I can easily get my pool up to 85° F.
Last year I only used my gas heater two times.”
R. Neil Funk
Reported:
Via Phone Conversation
To E. Palmer on 7/13/96
(612) 441-3440
File Info:
Neil lives near Detroit, Michigan and owns NFL Tire Service, Inc. Prior to purchasing
a manually operated PCS1, Neil had six 4x8 plastic solar roof panels. In the process of
re-roofing his house, he removed the roof solar panels and installed the PCS1.
__________

Ed Palmer, President
SolarAttic, Inc.
15548 95th Circle NE
Elk River, MN 55330

October 15, 1996

Dear Ed,
It has been over three years since I bought the PCS1 attic pool heater from
you. Upon reviewing your excellent installation and operating manual, I
knew this would be the product for me. I haven't been disappointed. Here
is a brief description of my experience.
PHOENIX LOCATION
Phoenix is an excellent location to benefit from your product. We probably have over
300 clear and sunny days to utilize the (attic) heat for pool heating. I usually don't use
my pool much past October 1, as the nights start to cool rapidly and with the high
evaporation rate at the surface, the pool temperature drops below 70° F. Besides, I'm
ready to switch over to the hot tub anyhow. (I don’t use a pool blanket even
though I know it would further extend my swimming season).
In the spring, I am anxious to start back into the pool again. With the attic heater, the
pool temperature can be made to approach 80 degrees or more fast. If I were to cover
the pool and heat the pool during the week, I could be swimming comfortably again by
mid March.
ATTIC SOLAR POOL HEATER
The attic is an excellent location for a solar pool heater. It’s out of sight and I don't see
anything negative about it. In fact, many homeowner associations, which are prevalent
in the Phoenix area, prohibit unsightly solar heater contraptions on roofs. Plus, the sun
in AZ would destroy any exposed plumbing and wiring in a few years. So, if you
live in Arizona, the PCS1 attic pool heater is by far the best way to go! I
covered my pipes going up the wall to the attic with a piece of ABS channel 2-1/2" deep
by 6-1/2" wide by 8 feet. All of my 2" PVC and 1/2" electrical conduit lines fit nicely
inside this channel which I painted desert tan to match the surroundings.
INSTALLATION
It took me one-week end to completely rebuild my plumbing manifold at the pumpfilter location to accept the lines going to the attic pool heater. I even installed
thermometers in the outflow and inflow lines going to the SolarAttic pool heater
(PCS1) to monitor the amount of heat gain (temperature differential). During the next
week, I worked a couple of hours each evening digging the trench to the location up the
wall. I laid some 4" PVC pipe which I used as a conduit to run my plumbing and
electrical lines through. I don't want to ever have to dig this up again with all the clay

and rock I have here. Even though I'm only down about 12 inches, this provides some
insulation factor also.
The following weekend, with help from some neighbors, the PCS1 was pushed and
pulled up through the opening in my garage ceiling. I had to take out my frame for the
pull-down ladder in order to have enough room between the studs. Sliding the unit
down to its final location and completing the plumbing took the balance of that
weekend. The next weekend, I finished installing the control box and sensors and
finished the electrical. So, it looks like it took about three weekends at my slow pace.
The PCS1 SolarAttic Pool Heater performs great and you were extremely
helpful with your quick response to my installation questions. The PCS1
installation and technical manual provided everything that I needed.
OPERATING RESULTS
My pool is a little over 10,000 gallons and the water returns from the attic to the pool
through the bottom of the pool’s in-ground cleaning jets. I see a temperature
differential of about two (2) degrees F between the water going up to the attic and the
water returning to the pool.
I have about 60 gpm flow rate with my 1 hp pump motor and, according to your charts,
with an attic delta T of 32 degrees F, output is 2 degrees. This output equates to about a
60,000 Btu per hour heater. I would hate to have to pay for this Btu output with an
electric or gas heater. This output gives me about a 2-degree temperature rise
in the pool every 2.8 Hours.
My unit comes on automatically (when I operate it) about 9 AM and goes off about 7
PM. This 10-hour ‘on’ time raises the pool temperature 7 to 8 degrees F. If
I would cover the pool to retain this heat gain, you can see that the pool would be
comfortable to swim in relatively fast. Arizona evening temperatures drop into the low
60's in the spring, so you almost lose every evening what you gain during the day (in
terms of heat).
My goal is to increase the output temperature (∆T) of the unit to 3 or 4° F (to
approximately 120,000 BTUs per hr which I believe may be possible from my attic). I
am looking at removing the discharged air from the unit and increasing the temperature
of the air entering the unit. I am thinking of ducting the cooler air out a close by vent
and ducting warmer air from farther down the attic to the unit. Thanks for your
suggestions. I've been waiting for the summer heat to drop so I can start working up in
the attic again this winter. I will let you know of my success.

SUMMARY
Arizona is a great location for your product because of the constant sun energy
available. The draw back is the cool evenings in the spring and fall. However, the
opportunity is there to definitely lengthen the swimming season with your product—just
as it is designed. I am extremely happy with the SolarAttic Pool Heater!

Kent Williamson
101 W. Wood Dr.
Phoenix, AZ 85029
(602) 789 0764 (h)
(602) 968-3066 (w)
_________ ___
May 5, 1997
Mike Bagley
Boca Raton, Florida

“[SolarAttic’s PCS1] raised my pool from an average of 78
degrees F to an average of 90 degrees F during the swimming
season.”
Mike Bagley
Reported:
Via Phone Conversation
To Jim Stanley on 5/5/97 @ 9:30 a.m.
(612) 441-3440
_________ ___

__________
2/9/99
To: Jim Stanley
From: Michael Krinsky
"I have been using my heater for 6 seasons. It clearly makes the water in my pool
warmer. The system was easy to install, is easy to operate and is relatively trouble free.
In fact, this is the first time in 6 years I have had to fix it. An automatic valve began to
malfunction. It was relatively simple for me to describe to the valve company what the
problem was. A few days later, I had the parts."
Michael Krinsky
PO Box 428
Marlborough, New Hampshire 03455-0428
(603) 876-3600
(603) 876-3858 Fax
__________

10/20/2000
To: Ed Palmer
From: Name/Phone removed at customer request 7/14/2002
"I really enjoy our pool now. Keeping it at 89 Degrees was very easy [with your
SolarAttic pool heater]."
Name/Phone
Antelope, California
(Sacramento area)
__________

SolarAttic Pool Heater Testimonial
Scott MacDonald, Ramsey, Minnesota
June 6, 2002
Dear Ed,
I am really impressed with the Solar Attic system. It has exceeded my
expectations and also is making my neighbors very envious who have pools
and had incorporated a traditional heating system for them. Many of them heat
the pool up once in the spring and then hope summer will take its course in
maintaining it. Typically this does not work well and they end up heating it more
often or endure the cold of the pool. They do this to avoid the high gas bills in
heating their pool continuously through the pool season. My dad is also envious
since he has no heater installed for his pool in Minnesota and typically does
not use his pool until well into June. He is further interested with installing a unit
at the condo unit he maintains down in Florida.
As you may remember since you also came out to inspect my installation, I
purchased your new more condensed solar attic heater prototype for my pool
late last summer 2001. I live in the same general area of your corporate site
North of the Twin Cities in Ramsey Minnesota. Within the 2001 pool season, I
did not really get a chance to use the system, but did get it installed rather
quickly for the next season. As we moved into 2002, I started using the system
in heating my pool sometime towards the beginning of May. As you may recall
this last spring, it was unusually cool for this time, but I made excellent progress
none-the-less in bringing up my pool water temperature up to a reasonable
high. I have enclosed a chart for you to see the results.
Date Air
Temp. Range
Cloud cover Pool High Temp.
5/10 started 60/35 None or minimal 58
5/11 53/42 None or minimal 60
5/12 50/41 None or minimal 60
5/13 62/39 None or minimal 62
5/14 64/42 None or minimal 64
5/15 75/53 None or minimal 66

5/16 60/48 None or minimal 67
5/17 55/39 None or minimal 68
5/18 55/42 None or minimal 69
5/19 57/39 None or minimal 70
5/20 59/35 None or minimal 72
5/21 68/44 None or minimal 75
5/22 75/48 Mostly cloudy 74
5/23 66/48 Partly Cloudy 73
5/24 55/44 Cloudy 72
5/25 66/46 Partly Cloudy 74
5/26 70/55 Cloudy 73
5/27 77/55 None or minimal 77
5/28 74/61 Partly cloudy 76
5/29 84/59 None or minimal 80
5/30 89/64 None or minimal 84
5/31 84/64 None or minimal 84
6/1 88/64 None or minimal 84
6/2 72/57 Partly Cloudy 79
6/3 58/51 Rain and cloudy 75
My conclusion is that even through the temperatures were rarely exceeding in
the low 60s in the day and usually dipped into the 30s at night, I still managed
to get my pool up to 70 degrees by May 19th. From this point we moved the
pool water into the mid 80s before the end of the month. I found that sunny
days worked wonderful at heating the pool even if the outside air was still cool.
Unfortunately cloudy days set me back, but quickly recovered once the sun
came back out. In the cooler month of May, I could typically see an up tick of 35 degrees on a given sunny day, but also lost 2-3 degrees at night. I kept my
pool covered with a solar blanket at all times other than when I was shocking
the pool to avoid deterioration of the solar blanket.
Just to add some further information. My attic volume is around 7000 sq. ft. My
roof is at a 10/12 pitch setting on a base frame of about 33x50ft with some
extra attached smaller side rooms, The roof is hipped, and the shingles are a
dark gray in color. Normal venting is still being used and the roofline extends
above the trees. On a 60-degree day my attic maintains an 85-95 temp with the
solar unit running. On 80-degree days it approaches 120.

My pool is surrounded by tall trees of which only allows sun in to more than
50% of pool earlier in the day until about 3pm. My liner is a darker blue and my
sport pool contains roughly 28,000 gallons in a 20x40 frame.
Thank you again and please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Scott MacDonald
9220 164th Lane NW
Ramsey, MN 55303
__________
Dear Ed,
I don’t know if my husband Paul ever got back to you, but I wanted to let you know
that our solar attic has been up and running for some time now (he did the entire
installation himself, with the exception of having a friend help him physically lug the
unit into the attic) and it is FANTASTIC!!
Yesterday, October 6th, the kids and I were swimming. The house feels like we had air
conditioning installed. Thank you for a brilliant idea.
Also, our accountant, John Carey, would like to get in touch with you to ask if you have
any information on a California energy tax credit with the solar attic. I will be giving
him this email address to contact you.
Thank you again, Ed, for elegantly solving two problems (cold pool, hot house) at our
home.
Melissa Owens
Paul and Melissa
3396 Rossi Street
Lafayette, California 94549
__________

